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SIMPLE 1H n.m.r. measurements of isotope-shifted resonances for hydroxy groups in sucrose show that hydrogen 
bonding in solution is different from that observed in the solid state viz. there are two inter-residue hydrogen bonds 
in competition for one acceptor group (i.e. OHI’  - - - 02 vs. OH3’ - - - 0 2 )  and an intramolecular hydrogen-bond 
network that is nucleated by the inter-residue hydrogen bonds. 

Observations of carbohydrate crystals by neutron diffraction 
have shown that most hydroxy groups are involved in 
intermolecular hydrogen bond interactions with other 
hydroxy groups, with ring oxygen atoms, or with water of 
crystallisation to form infinite chains of hydrogen bonds 
through the crystal lattice.1 In some crystal structures of 
oligosaccharides intramolecular hydrogen bonds are also 
observed between hydroxy groups (e.g.  OH1’ . - - OH2 in 
sucrose2) or between hydroxy groups and ring oxygen atoms 
(e.g.  OH6‘ * - 0 5  in sucrose2). Such detailed information 
about hydrogen bonds is generally not available for molecules 
in solution, though a number of n.m.r. methods have been 
used to indicate the presence of hydrogen bonds e.g.  chemical 
shifts, temperature and solvent dependence of chemical shifts, 
H/D exchange rates.3 Recently high field 1H n.m.r. observa- 
tions of WD isotopomers in the slow exchange condition (i. e. 
SIMPLE n.m.r.; Secondary Isotope Multiplet n.m.r. spectro- 
scopy of Partially Labelled Entities4) have shown that 
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Figure 1. 500 MHz 1H n.m.r. spectrum of the hydroxy proton 
resonances of sucrose in [2H6]Me2S0 solution at a deuteriation ratio 
of OH : OD ca. 1 : 1; T = 305 K. Chemical shifts given with respect to 6 
([2H5]Me2SO) = 2.49. 

hydrogen bonds between hydroxy groups are manifested by 
isotope-shifted signals e.g.  cyclodextrin,5 sucrose,6 and some 
sucrose derivatives.7>* 

In the present work the 500 MHz SIMPLE 1H n.m.r. 
spectrum of sucrose (Figure 1, OH : OD ca. 1 : 1) shows that 
the negative isotope effect observed for OH1’ is similar to that 
observed previously by Lemieux and Bock6 but the number of 
isotope effects on other hydroxy signals is quite different, viz. 
three effects for OH3 (++-) and two resolved effects for 
OH2 (+ +) and OH3’ (+ -). Small isotope effects that lead to 
line broadening are also observed for the OH2, OH4, OH3’, 
OH6, and OH6’ signals by comparison with the sharp lines of 
the other signals or by comparison with the normal spectrum 
of sucrose. 

The large positive isotope effect on OH2 (+70 X 10-4 
p.p.m., acceptor) and the negative isotope effect on OH1’ 
(-43 X 10-4 p.p.m., donor) correspond to the presence of the 
OH1’ * - 0 2  inter-residue hydrogen bond previously found 
in 12H6]Me2S0 solutions of sucrose6 and a 3‘-sucrose deriva- 
tive (3,3’,4’,6’-tetra-O-acetylsucrose).7 The medium-sized 
isotope effect on OH2 (+32 x p.p.m., acceptor) and the 
isotope effect on OH3’ (-22 x p.p.m.) correspond to the 
presence of the novel inter-residue OH3’ . . - 0 2  hydrogen 
bond recently observed for 1’-sucrose  derivative^.^ Observa- 
tion of these isotope effects is consistent with either a 
bifurcated hydrogen bond in which OH2 simultaneously acts 
as acceptor for both the OH1’ and OH3’ donors (excluded 
because of unfavourable steric interactions as shown by 
molecular models) or, more likely, the two inter-residue 
hydrogen bonds exist in competitive equilibrium, as shown in 
Figure 2. Assuming that the magnitudes of isotope shifts 
reflect the relative ‘strengths’ of hydrogen bonds, it is found 
that the equilibrium favours the OH1’ - - 0 2  compared to 
the OH3’ - - - 0 2  hydrogen bond. The smaller isotope effects 
observed for most hydroxy signals correspond to very weak 
hydrogen bonds between neighbouring hydroxy groups which 
are nucleated by the presence of a relatively strong and 
predominantly unidirectional inter-residue hydrogen bond; 
such isotope effects are not observed for the corresponding 
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Figure 2. Conformational equilibrium of sucrose showing two inter-residue hydrogen-bonded forms in solution and the hydrogen-bond network 
in the glucose residue nucleated by the inter-residue hydrogen bonds. Hydrogen bonds in the fructose residue have not been characterised 
completely . 
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London) and n.m.r. computing facilities (Birkbeck College, 
London). 

hydroxy resonances of the monomer units of sucrose. The 
hydrogen-bond network in the glucose residue is similar to 
that observed previously for 1’- and for 3’-sucrose deriva- 
tives .83 

Despite the conformational flexibility of the molecule and 
the exocyclic carbinol and hydroxy groups, it is found that 
hydrogen-bond interactions between hydroxy groups are 
sufficiently stable to be manifested as isotope shifts. The 
number and magnitudes of the isotope shifts observed for 
sucrose in solution can be understood in terms of an 
intramolecular hydrogen-bond network between hydroxy 
groups that is quite different from the intermolecular 
hydrogen-bond network observed in the solid state. For 
molecules dissolved in [2H6]Me2S0 solution it is likely that the 
solvent acts as a hydrogen-bond acceptor for each hydroxy 
grouplo whereas crystal packing is likely to be dominant for 
molecules in the solid state. Crystal packing constraints may 
also account for the different glycosidic bond conformations 
observed for sucrose (with its OH1’ - - - 0 2  hydrogen bond)2 
and the sucrose unit in raffinose (with no inter-residue 
hydrogen bond)ll whereas, in solution, our SIMPLE 1H 
n.m.r. studies show that the two competitive inter-residue 
hydrogen bonds (OH1’ - - - 0 2  vs. OH3’ . - * 02) found for 
sucrose are also observed for the sucrose residue in the trimer 
raffinose and the tetramer stachyose. 
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